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SUMMARY 
Convergence of Bellman’s iteration scheme [l] for finding the shortest 
route through a network is discussed for various initial policies. A 
necessary and sufficient condition for convergence is given, and upper 
bounds on the number of iterations are obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The shortest route problem can be formulated as follows: A set of N cities 
is given with every two cities connected by a road. Also given are the times 
tij required to traverse the road from city i to city j for every pair i, j. The 
more general problem in which not all cities are connected can be included in 
this framework by defining tii = 00 for i and j not connected. It is required 
to find the path from one given city to another given city which minimizes 
travel time. Alternatively, given a complete graph [2] with N nodes, and the 
length of tij of each edge, it is required to find the shortest path from one 
given node to another. If the edges do not exist between certain pairs of nodes, 
edges of infinite length can be introduced without affecting the minimal paths. 
Bellman [l] has suggested a dynamic programming algorithm for solving 
this problem. Let the nodes be numbered 1, 2, ..., N, and letf, be the length 
of an optimal path from i to N for i= 1, 2, ..*, N - 1, and fN = 0. The 
existence and uniqueness of the fi was proved by Bellman, and employing 
the “principle of optimality” [3] h e established the functional equations 
fi = rr?in (k, +fJ, I#I i = 1, 2, ..., N - 1 
fN =o. 
To solve these equations he introduced the iteration scheme 
(1) 
fi(‘) = miu (tij + fickel’), 
321 
i = 1, 2, ..., N - 1 
f$’ = 0 (2) 
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where (2) holds for k = 1, 2, *.a and the set {fo’: constitutes an initial guess. 
For the particular initial choices 
(i) @) = ti, , i = 1, 2, . ..) Y 
or 
(ii) fp’ = min tij , 
ji- i 
i = 1, 2, ‘**, N - 1 
fN = 0 
it was shown that the iteration algorithm (2) converges to the unique solution 
of (1) in a finite number of steps. 
In this paper we establish that the iterates converge in a finite number of 
steps for any choice of the initial set (fy’} for which 0 < ji(‘) < 00 and 
ft’ = 0, and we give an upper bound on the number of steps in the iteration. 
We also mention an extension and application in which the second equation 
in (2) is replaced by f$’ = clc and cA is constant for k > k, . 
The proof of convergence is accomplished by showing that, whatever the 
initial vector {,~~“‘}, the iterates can be enclosed between those arising from 
the choices (i) and (ii). 
2. CONVERGENCE THEOREM 
The first theorem to be proved is as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that tij > 0 for i fj. For any initial vector {fi(0)} 
such that 0 <fi(‘) < CO (i = 1, 2, es*, N) and f$’ = 0, the successive approx- 
imations defined by (2) converge, in a jinite number of steps, to the unique 
solution of (1). 
PROOF. The proof is arranged in three parts. In the first we consider the 
special choice of the initial vector in which all N components are zero. 
Denote by gi”’ the k-th iterate corresponding to this choice. We have gy’ = 0 
(i = 1, 2, ..., N), and the subsequent g:” defined by 
g!k) z = min (t .j + gi(b-I)), 
j#i ’ 
i = 1, 2, “‘, N - I 
(k) = 0 
gN 
for k = 1, 2, ... . Thus 
g,(1)= i~i min tij , i=l,2;..,N-1 
g$’ zzz 0, 
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Consequently this choice is equivalent to case (ii), and hence convergence is 
assured in a finite number of steps, as is proved in Bellman’s paper. 
Second, we consider another sequence of iterates hi”’ arising from the 
special choice of initial vector 
,!o) = (yJ z i=l,2;.*,N-1 
/$) zzzz 0. 
The iterates are defined by 
I$) =ry$tij +h,‘-), i= 1,2, . ..) N- 1 
for K = 1,2, *se . Thus 
,p = t. 
tN 7 i = 1, 2, ...) N - 1. 
Here we recall that if an edge does not exist between i and N in the original 
problem we can define tiN = CL) without affecting the results. Consequently 
this choice of initial vector is equivalent to case (i), and convergence in a 
finite number of steps is again assured by Bellman’s paper. 
Finally consider an arbitrary initial vector { fj(“‘} for which 0 < fp) < co 
(i = 1,2, -se, N) andfz’ = 0, and letf,!“’ be defined by (2) fork = 1, 2, .** . 
Obviously gp’ <fro) < hi . (‘) We shall establish by mathematical induction 
that 
g!k) <fi(k) < h!‘“), t k = 0, 1, 2, ... . (3) 
This relation is clear for i = N. Assuming that it holds for i = 1, 2, *a*, N 
and a certain k, we obtain for i # N 
f!k+l) 
z 
Since the inequality on the other side of (3) is established in the same way, 
(3) is proved. Since hi” and gi (‘) both converge in a finite number of steps 
to the solution of (I), so does fi(‘) and the theorem is proved. 
3. NUMBER OF ITERATIONS 
It is clear from the above proof that the number of iterations required for 
the convergence of fik’ cannot exceed the number of iterations required for 
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the convergence of both gi”’ and hi . (” As observed by Bellman, the number 
&o-l’ arising from the initial choice (i), that is our hik’, is the minimal length 
for a path from i to N with at most R links (k ~ 1 intermediate nodes). 
Bellman used this fact in his proof of cenvergence for the hi”‘, and the con- 
clusion that hik’ must equal fi for K > N - 1, since no path can have more 
than N - 2 intermediate vertices. Thus the iteration process hi”’ must 
converge in no more than N - 1 steps. Furthermore, the number fi”-l’ 
arising from the initial choice (ii) that is our gikJ, can be shown to be the 
minimal length path in the class Cj”-” of paths 
(a) originating at i and having exactly K - 1 steps; 
or 
(b) originating at i and terminating at AV in fewer than K - 1 steps. 
Note that class (a) contains paths with lengths tij + tii + .** . The lengths 
of the minimal paths in these classes can be seen by the principle of optimality 
to satisfy Eq. (2), and for K = 1 to have the initial values in (ii), and therefore 
to be identical with the lengths gi (lz’. Now, let 7 be the shortest edge between 
any two nodes in the graph, that is 7 = mini,, tjk . Let T be an upper bound 
on the length of a path having at most N - 1 links and no closed circuits, 
terminating at N. For example, for T we could use the sum of the N - 1 
largest values tjk . Since the optimal route from i to N can have no more than 
N - 1 links, we have fi < T. Now suppose k > N. Since the optimal path 
from i to N has at most N - 1 links, it is in Class Cj” for k > N - 1. 
Therefore giIc’ < fi . Moreover, if gtk’ is less than fi there must be a path in 
Cik-r’ of type (a) quicker than the optimal path. Since a path with k - 1 
steps must be of a length at least (K - I) 7, it follows that 
(k - 1)~ <gfk’ cf. < T E z\ , 
which yields K < I + T/T. Thus go’ = fi for k > 1 + T/T, or in other 
words the iteration process gi’“’ must converge in no more than K steps 
where K is the least integer greater than or equal to 1 + T/r. 
From Eq. (3) we see that the iteration process for an arbitrary initial vector 
f!O’ converges in no more than max (N - 1, K) = K steps. t 
4. A MORE GENERAL ITERATION 
One may inquire into conditions for convergence of an iteration 
fy = I$lj (tij + f/y, i=l,2;..,N-1 
k = 1,2, ... 
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in which the restriction fN ‘W = 0 is replaced by a more general relation 
f?’ = Ck for k = 1,2, ..* . (5) 
The following theorem provides a necessary and sufficient condition for 
convergence. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that tij > 0 for if j. A necessary and sufficient 
condition in order that the vectors {f’“)} de$ned by (4) and (5) converge in a 
finite number of iterations, for every initial vector { fj!“)} for which 0 < .f to’ < ;o 
(i = 1, 2, *--, N), is that there exist a number c and integer k, such that fF’ = c 
for k > k, . The limiting values fi = lim, fl”) satisfy the equation in (I) except 
that fN = c. 
PROOF. The necessity is clear, since f$’ must converge in a finite number 
of steps. To prove sufficiency, define t: = tij for j # N, t& = ti,,, + c. 
Further, define 
g!k) t = min (t? + gj(k-l)) 
j#i ” for k>, 1, 
and 
(k) = 0 
gN for k >O, 
such that 
g!‘J) = f!“o’ 2 z for i # N and k, 
fk’ = c for k > k,, 
and 
fis”’ # c for k=k,-1. 
By Theorem 1 the gik) converge in a finite number of steps to the unique 
solution in (1). Further g ‘ICI = fik+kO) for i # N where 
fi(lc) = min (tij + fj”-“). 
If1 
This is proved as follows. 
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g!k) 2 = min ( min (t? + gfki-l) 
j#i,N ” ’ 
); (G.J + gCk-l))) N 
= min (;I=t:, ( tij + fj(k-l+ko)); (ti, + c + 0)} 
Since ~6~) converges in a finite number of steps, and gik) = f~k+$,), it 
follows that fi”) converges in a finite number of steps, which is the desired 
conclusion. 
Finally, since fj = lim, fj”) = gi for i # N and fN - c = g, , it follows 
that 
fi = min (t; + gj). 
l#Z 
REMARK. An iteration using (4) and (5) could be of practical interest in 
case a time penalty is associated with the terminal node N. For example, 
cg = c might represent a time required to park at vertex N, and the numbers 
fj = lim, f,!“) would be the minimal time to reach N and park. 
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